3254
Unique Redi Cuts® 4-digit part number.

3254H
The letters “H” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has a pre-applied heat grid and terminals affixed to the back of the mirror.

4017S
The letter “S” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has a signal icon lasered into the mirror’s reflective coating.

3254HS
The letters “HS” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has a heat grid, terminals and a turn signal icon lasered into the mirror’s reflective coating.

4245SB
The letters “SB” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has turn signal and blind spot icons lasered into the mirror’s reflective coating.

4424BC
The letters “BC” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has blind spot and cross path icons lasered into the mirror’s reflective coating.

3254RSG
The letters “RSG” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has a pre-applied motor mount. This is a cost-effective alternative to the encased assembly.

3254HRSG
The letters “HRSG” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has a pre-applied motor mount, heat grid, and terminals. This is a cost-effective alternative to the encased assembly.

3254HSRSG
The letters “HSRSG” following a mirror’s base part number means that the mirror has a pre-applied motor mount, heat grid, terminals, and a turn signal icon lasered into the mirror’s reflective coating. This is a cost-effective alternative to the encased assembly.
**Suffix List**

**redi cuts®**

**Part # w/o Suffix**
Standard Redi-Cuts part without specific mirror characteristics

**Part # with “H” Suffix**
Heated part (Burco part complete with a pre-applied heat grid)

**Part # with “S” Suffix**
Signal part (Burco part complete with signal lasering in mirror’s reflective coating)

**Part # with “B” Suffix**
Blind spot part (Burco part complete with blind spot lasering in mirror’s reflective coating)

**Part # with “C” Suffix**
Cross path part (Burco part complete with cross path lasering in mirror’s reflective coating)

**Part # with “W” Suffix**
Wide angle/aspheric part (Burco part is manufactured using aspheric mirror glass with associated lasering in mirror’s reflective coating)

Other Redi-Cuts suffixes:
H, HS, HSB, B, SB, HB, HBC, BC, WHB, WH

**redi-set-go®**

**Part # with “RSG” Suffix**
Standard Redi-Set-Go part without specific mirror characteristics (Burco RSG part complete with pre-applied motor mount)

**Part # with “HRSG” Suffix**
Heated Redi-Set-Go part (Burco heated RSG part complete with pre-applied motor mount and heat grid)

**Part # with “HSRSG” Suffix**
Heated & signal Redi-Set-Go part (Burco heated/signal RSG part complete with pre-applied motor mount, heat grid, and signal lasering in mirror’s reflective coating)

**Part # with “HBRSG” Suffix**
Heated & blind spot Redi-Set-Go part (Burco heated/blindspot RSG part complete with pre-applied motor mount, heat grid, and blind spot lasering in mirror’s reflective coating)

**Part # with “WHRSG” Suffix**
Wide angle or aspheric & heated Redi-Set-Go part (Burco wide angle/heated RSG part complete with pre-applied motor mount, heat grid, and manufactured using aspheric mirror glass and associated lasering)
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